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Report of the Director-General 

1. In accordance with the request of the Eleventh World Health Assembly, 

contained in resolution WHA11.23, 1 the Direсtor-General presents the following 

report on the present and anticipated needs of Headquarters for office accomoda-

tion, and a proposal for meeting this need. Part I of this report recounts 

briefly the history of Headquarters accommodation, present and anticipated 

requirements, and current arrangements. Part II describes the search which has 

been made to find a solution to the present and anticipated needs. Fart III 

sets forth a specific proposal and examines some of the implications of that 

proposal. Part IV suggests the action required of the Executive Board. 

2. As reported to the Eleventh World Health Assembly, it was anticipated at the 

inception of the Organization that the Headquarters staff might in the foreseeable 

future number 400 to 450 staff members. At that time, of course, many of the 

Organization's present activities could not be f&reseen. To provide aocontódation 

for this staff, and in order to make use of then unused facilities of the Palais 

des Nations, it was decided that the Headquarters of WHO should establish itself 

in that building and the building be extended by some 210 offices. An agreement 

was made between the WHO and the United Nations, by which WHO, largely through the 

generosity of a gift from the Swiss Government, financed the construction of the 

additional offices, the title to which passed to the United Nations. In return 

WHO was granted by the United Nations a 99-year lease on the space which it now 

occupies in the Palais des Nations. 

PART 工 

1 Off. Rec. Wld Hlth Org. 87, 27 
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The space currently leased to WHO in tile Palais des Nations is the equivalent of 

281 offices. The total staff being aeOofflmodated in this space as of the Spring of 

1958, was 519. 

As a consequence of the development of the Malaria Eradication Programme, it 

became obvious that additional space would have to be obtained. All possibilities 

of accommodating the additional staff within the Palais were thoroughly explored, but 

it was soon apparent that not only was there no possibility for WHO expansion but the 

United Nations staff itself was in critical need of additional office space. Conse-

quently, it was necessary for WHO to rent some 21 rooms in the Centre International, 

across the Place des Nations, in order to house the Division of Malaria Eradication. 

5. By the Summer of 1958, even before the offices in the Centre International had 

been occupied, it was already apparent that further additional space outside the 

Palais would be necessary in order to make provision for the additional activities 

resulting from decisions of the Health Assembly, including the normal increase of 

staff resulting from the expansion of the Organization's regular programme over the 

last two years. Consequently, in recent months arrangements have been concluded 

with the Canton of Geneva for the leasing of some 57 rooms in an office building on 

the opposite side of Geneva from the Palais. Although the space itself is 

conveniently arranged, and of good standard, its location in relation to the Palais 

will, of course, result in very considerable loss of efficiency in Headquarters 

operation. Unfortunately, there was no other space both suitable and available 

within the City of Geneva. 

f 

PART II 

6. The problem of inadequacy of space in the Palais des Nations was raised in ACC 

in May 1拓8 not only by the Director-General of WHO, but also by the Director-General 

of ILO, who pointed out that the conference facilities of the Palais were being 

seriously impaired by the constant encroachment of permanent activities on office 

space necessary for conference servicing. As a consequence of these interventions, 

an inter-agency committee carried out in the Summer of 1958 an inventory of available 

space and of the space needs of each Organization and activity. 
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7. The matter was again the subject of examination by ACC at its meeting in 

October 1958 at which time it was agreed that United Nations, in consultation with WHO, 

ILO and GATT, should undertake a technical study of the possibilities for extending the 

Palais to meet the stated needs. The report of this study is reproduced as Annex A. 

PART III 

8. Prom this report it will be apparent that WHO cannot look to an extension of the 

Palais as a solution acceptable from the standpoint either of efficient operations or 

reasonable value from the investment which would be required. The only acceptable 

method for meeting WHO's needs - and incidentally the needs of other users of the 

Palais - is the construction of a separate building to house the headquarters of WHO. 

9. Constructing a building of sufficient size to house the entire headquarters staff 

will, of course, represent a larger project than the erection of an annex providing 

only the offices required in addition to those now occupied. A separate building 

will also involve capital costs for some services now available in the Palais. The 

continuing growth of the Organization indicates that WHO must soon face the necessity 

for a separate Headquarters building. To do so now will avoid any further investment 

in provisional arrangements which, per unit of space, are always more expensive than 

solving the problem on a straightforward rational basis. And in any ease, as the 

technical report demonstrates, there is no real alternative to providing a separate 

building. 

10. Consequently, the Director-General has prepared a very preliminary estimate of 

the space requirements of a separate building housing the present and anticipated 

staff of Headquarters, and the facilities required by a separate building. Prom this 

space estimate a very rough costing has been made sufficient to give the order of 

magnitude of such an undertaking, asswning that any Headquarters building must be not 

only of a functional but also of a representational character. It is clear that the 

tentative nature of the estimates of space requirements, combined with the absence 

of a specific project plan related to a specific site, makes such cost estimates only 

the broadest of approximations. These estimates appear in Annex B. 
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11. One of the main considerations involved in suoh an undertaking is the 

financing. Should it be decided that this building project is to be undertaken 

it would be necessary to establish a building fund, as was done when árrangements 

were made to finance the construction of the extension of the' Palais.1 In view 

of the sum involved, consideration will undoubtedly have to be given to appropriate 

arrangements for obtaining credit in this amount, to be amortized over a period of 

years by annual appropriation from the Organization's Regular Budget. Such a 

building fund would also be credited with the value of any gifts made by 

individual governments for the furnishing of certain rooms or decorating the 

building. 

12. On the occasion of a visit paid in December 1958 to the Swiss Government 

by the Director-General there was a preliminary exchange of views conoeming the 

proposals which the Director-General contemplated submitting to the Executive 

Board pursuant to resolution WHAll.2) requesting the Director-Oeneral "to proceed 

with his studies on accommodation which would be suitable and adequate for the 

headquarters of the Organization and to present a plan of action for consideration 

by the Executive Board at its session in January 1959 ...'»； the Director-Oeneral 

requested the Government of the host country to examine the proposals in question. 

The representatives of the competent Swiss authorities pointed out that any 

contribution or financial arrangement whereby the Swiss Government would provide 

assistance would have to be submitted for examination by the Federal Council and 

for the decision of the Federal Assembly, The said representatives nevertheless 

stated that if the Executive Board should put forward to the Twelfth Health 

Assembly definite recommendations relating to the Director-General's proposals, 

it would, then be possible for the Swiss Government to study the question in a more 

concrete manner and, subject to parliamentary approval, to make a definite offer 

at the time when the Health Assembly would be required to study the proposals, 

I). With this reservation, the Swiss representatives gave the Director-General 

the assurance that the Swiss Government would favourably consider any solution 

Handbook of Resolutions and. Decisions, 4th ed., p. 282, WHA3.101 
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which would enable the World Health Organization to realize its legitimate desire 

to have a building of its own that would enable its Geneva Headquarters to carry 

out the tasks incunrtaent upon it. 

14. Furthermore, when examining this problem the Director-General dealt 

separately with, on the one hand, the question of the site on which the building 

would be constructed and, on the other, the construction and equipment of the said 

building. At the suggestion of the Swiss Government, there was an unofficial 

exchange of views with the authorities of the Canton of Geneva regarding the 

possibilities of assistance by the Canton in the matter of plaoing building land 

at the disposal of the Organization. A number of possibilities were examined, 

and it was indicated that a suitable site close to the Palais des Nations might 

be made available. Nevertheless, until such time as the Executive Board СБП 

give a clear indication concerning the recommendation to be made by it to the 

Twelfth World Assembly on the subject of the Director-General’s proposal, it is 

not possible to pursue usefully the search for a solution to the problem of a site 

for the building or to study the various arrangements which would have to be made 

concerning the use of such a site by the Organization. The Director-General is 

of the opinion that when the Executive Board has taken a definite decision in this 

matter, the Council of State of the Canton of Geneva will be ready to examine both 

the question of the choice of site and that of the conditions under which the 

land would be made over. 

15. Another consideration would be the selection of an architect and a design 

for the building. Presumably the nature of its function would indicate that it 

should be of a representative as well as a functional character, and it would, 

therefore, be desirable not only to confer the architectural responsibility upon 

an architect of some repute, but also to make the selection of such an architect 

by international competition. 

PART IV 

16. The time required for the planning and the construction of a new building 

is estimated to be two to three years. Annex С shows an optimum schedule of 
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events. If this timetable is to be implemented it is essential that а пгдтЬег 

oí concrete proposals be considered and acted upon by the Twelfth World Health 

Assembly. Since the Director-General believes that the situation requires an 

urgent decision, he would like the Board to indicate clearly to the Twelfth 

World Health Assembly that the Board recommends a decision be taken at that 

Assembly regarding the erection of a Headquarters building. The Director-General 

believes that a committee of the Executive Board should be appointed to act on 

behalf of the whole Board to assist him in submitting concrete proposals to the 

Twelfth World Health Assembly. The terms of reference of this committee would 

include consideration of a building site, financing arrangements, and if time 

permits the development of rules for an architectural competition. 
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ANNEX A 

EUROPEAN OFFICE OP ЖЕ UNITED NATIONS 
Palais des Nations 

Genève 

11 December I958 

Dear Dr Candau, 
Office accommodation for the World Health Organization 

In your letter to me of 14 November last you explained the difficulty whioh 
you have encountered in finding sufficient offices for. the WHO Headquarters 
Secretariat and you asked me for my suggestions as to how extra accommodation 
amounting to about 8000 m 2 might be provided within the precincts of the Palais 
des Nations for offices and other miscellaneous uses. 

Upon receipt of your letter I requested the competent units of this Office 
to study, in consultation with your services and .those of ILO and GATT, the whole 
question of the space in the Palais required by the organizations which use the 
building, and to examine the possibilities of meeting these needs. You will 
find a copy of their report enclosed. 

Prom the report it appears that the need for additional space in the. Palais 
greatly exceeds the WHO requirement and that to provide this by extending the 
building would be far from a satisfactory solution. 

In addition to the technical difficulties and expense which one might expect 
from an enlargement of the magnitude involved of a building like the' Palais, 
there is another considerable drawback, namely the difficulty that, after the 
extensions, it would still not be possible to group together, in the same area, 
any large units like the services of the WHO. 

Under these conditions, it might be better to investigate the implications 
of constructing a separate building in the vicinity of the Palais with the 
assumption that the services housed there would continue to use the conference 
facilities of the Palais. 

Yours sincerely, 

Q. Palthey 
Deputy Director 

European Office of the United Nations 

Dr M. 0. Candau 
Director-General 
World Health Organization 
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Annex A 

REPORT ON 
OFFICE ACCOMMODATION IN THE PALAIS DES NATIONS 

24 December 1958 

IMPRCÏDUCTION 

1. The Director-General of the World Health Organization informed the Director 

of the European Office that the World Health Assembly at its 11th session 

(Minneapolis 1958) requested him to study the question of suitable and adequate 

accommodation for the Headquarters of that Organization and to present a plan of 

aotion for consideration by the WHO Executive Board at its session in January 1958 

He pointed out that the space now occupied by WHO Headquarters in the Palais des 

Nations is inadequate for its present needs and falls far short of those foreseen 

for the more distant future. He asked whether further accommodation could be 

made available for the WHO in the Palais des Nations. 

2. As a result the following study was made in consultation with the ILO, WHO 

and GATT to ascertain what are the present requirements for offices for permanent 

staff and for conference purposes and what needs can be foreseen in the future. 

An examination was also undertaken of the possibilities of satisfying these 

requirements in the present premises by remodelling or extending the Palais in 

various ways. 

PRESENT SITUATION 

5. The Palais as a whole contains 771 rooms (excluding conference rooms, and 

other public rooms, such as PTT, Bank etc., Library, workshops, typing pools, etc. 

which can be used as offioes. 

These are occupied as follows: 

(a) by the WHO 281 

(b) by the United Nations 
(including the European Office, HCR 
E Œ , Narcotics Division, PCOB, etc. etc.) . . . У13 

available as conference offices! 

(i) in the Assembly area . . . 

(ii) in the Council area . . . 

97 

20 
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乜. The accommodation for the United Nations in the Secretariat агеав1 has for 

some time past been insufficient to house the staff, despite all efforts at 

oompression. It has therefore been progressively necessary to take over for 

permanent use the offices in the Assembly Building which are supposed to be 

available for conferences. There are now 39 conference offices permanently 

occupied which cannot, in consequence, be used for conferences. Similarly, all 

but one of the spare offices in the Library which, under the Rockefeller grant, 

were intended to be for library purposes (including use by research workers 

requiring individual space) have .little by little been occupied on a permanent 

basis by members of the staff. 

REQUIREMENTS 

5. Total Requirements 

(a) United Nations - Offices for Secretariat 

The needs of the United Nations based on known requirements for the 

immediate future are: 

Present occupation . yj^ 

Immediate future needs 4x5 
(standard offices of 20 m 2 ) 

(b) WHO - Offices for Secretariat 

The needs of the WHO for present requirements and those for the 

next 20 years ares 

p 
Present occupation . . 281 

To replace offices now rented or shortly 
to be taken over in the town 
(standard offices of 20 ra2) 78 

Future needs (standard offices of 20 m 2 ) • . . . 212 571 

and for committee rooms, library and storage etc. 1 425 m 2 

1 e.g. Secretariat Building, D Block, Council Building, Library 

2 
This figure does not include book-stacks occupied in the Library and 

storage space and other facilities provided by the United Nations. 
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(с) Conference Offices 
� ‘ —i» m ил» H^i-uj гтяттпч _丨.-«-.«жчг-"»^»» 丨 

Por conferences held by WHO, ILO, GATT 

and other large conferences in the 

Assembly area 1^0 

Por conferences in the Council area # # . . 20 1б0 

6 # Additional Offices required • 

Available - offices for permanent staff and 
• МРИ—•• ЧИ—Hi ,1 II 

conferences purposes 771 

Les£ offices which will be lost on 

remodelling of Assembly Hall 40 731 

о 
^quired - by UN^ WHO and for Conferences • • • • 1 l44 plus 1 >25 m 
‘ 1 1 1 “ “ 1 2 
Additional offices required in the immediate future: plus 1 425 m 

POSSIBLE MEANS OP SATISFYING REQUIREMENTS 

7. In order to me lit this requirement of offices plus the space for other 
2 

needs as stated above, about 10 500 m of accommodation would be needed. This 

space cannot be obtained by any internal remodelling of the existing structure and 

could only be found through new construction. 

The following possibilities of new construction within the precincts of the 

Palais des Nations have been examined； 

8. Vertical Extension 

(a) The Tower 

Block D (the Tower") which now has six stories has foundations strong enough 

to take 25 floors. The Palais, however, being situated near to Cointrin Airport 

is affected by the present ICAO regulations prescribing the height of buildings 

near airports. If these were to be observed it would only be possible to add 

nine more floors giving 126 more offices. 
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(b) Secretariat Building \ f j i». ‘ “••_» .4I_J»‘J_ . i • ttrimw r~-t- —«Г--Г--—-ДД-

The architects agree that an extra floor could be added to the Secretariat 

Building without offending aesthetic considerations or overloading the foundations. 

They consider that more than one additional floor would destroy the architectural 

harmony of this building and of the Palais as a whole, and could not say without 

an engineering survey, whether the present foundations would be strong enough to 

bear the increased weight. 

One extra floor would provide only 105 new offices. 

(c) Assembly Building 

� f » 1ЩЩП 4 1 I |Г --Ш--1—П ••” 

It would be possible to add a floor to the Assembly Building without spoiling 

its outline. Owing to their geographical location the resultant 50/40 new offices 

could only be used for conference purposes. 
,'d) Council and Library Buildings 

New floors could not be added to either of these buildings without spoiling 

the sky-line of the Palais as a whole. 

(e) Conclusion 

It would be possible to add the following new offices by vertical extension: 

Tower 126 

Secretariat Building 105 

Assembly Building . . .JO 

271 
•mu* ‘ ‘ • 

Horizontal Extension 

9. The only places where any major horizontal extension to the Palais des Nations 

could be made without seriously disturbing the architectural harmony of the 

building are at either end of it viz, beyond Door 2 and beyond the Library, or 

in the Secretariat Court. 
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No additions could be contemplated on the Lake side of the Building. The 

nature of the terrain, lack of space and architectural considerations would weigh 

against any major works on the Jura side, 

10. Extension beyond the Library 

It would be possible to build a new wing beyond the Library, with a capacity 

of about 100 offices. Any larger addition to the Palais in this direction would 

encounter two major difficulties. 

The first of these is that in order to construct a wing with a capacity of 

more than 100 offices, it would be necessary to extend beyond the limits of the 

Ariana Park into the grounds of "La Pelouse". Such a plan was in fact envisaged 

in 1955 for an annex designed to house the 工TU and WMO but was abandoned when 

these agencies decided that it would be preferable to accept offers by the Swiss 

authorities to build new headquarters for each of them outside the precincts of 

the Palais near the Place des Nations. Since 1955 the Genevese authorities have 

indicated that it is their desire to schedule "La Pelouse" and neighbouring 

properties beyond the boundaries of the Ariana Park, as part of a "green belt" in 

the Cantonal Town Planning Scheme, 

The second difficulty is that, since the 1955 project mentioned, above, it has 

seemed doubtful whether any major annex beyond the Library would in reality be 

profitable. It would appear that, whether from the point of view of common 

services such as heating, water, etc. or from the point of view of the upkeep and 

general administration of such a building, the expenses involved would, to a 

great extent, offset the other advantages which might be expected to arise from a 

major enlargement of the Palais in this area. 

11. Extension beyond Door 2 

According to the general lines of the "Plan d'aménagement de la Place des 

Nations" adopted by the Cantonal authorities after consultation with the United 

Nations, the part of the Ariana Park lying between the Secretariat Building and 

the Place des Nations is to remain unobstructed by buildings. It is contemplated 
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that the main entrance beyond Door 2 on the Place des Nations would no longer be 

used for vehicular traffic and would be moved back to about half of its present 

distance from the Palais, and that the access road to Door 2 for vehicles would cut 

across the Park from East to West, In view of these changes, even if the plan 

were modified to permit construction beyond Door 2, preliminary studies point to 

the conclusion that it would only be possible to erect two short wings on either 

side of this entrance, providing perhaps 60 offices in all. 

12. Extension In the Secretariat Court 

There is a gap on the West side of the Secretariat Court between D block and 

the Ariana wing occupied by the WHO, which could be filled by a new block 

containing 150 offices. This would not be a happy project from an architectural 

point of view； it would change the appearance of this Court very much for the 

worse and it would contribute to the congestion of the area and to parking probX•略 

already acute. 

CONCLUSIONS 

13. 581 offices could be fo\mà by exploiting all of the aforementioned 

possibilities for extension of the Palais, as follows: 

Offjoes 
Addition of 9 new floors to Block 126 

One new floor on the Secretariat Building • • … 105 

One new floor on the Assembly Building 40 

New wings beyond Door 2 60 

New building in the Secretariat Court 150 

New wing beyond the Library - confined to 
the Ariana Park - say 100 

Total possible 581 
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Though the total space obtained by this new construction would meet the 

requirements of the United Nations and the WHO, no single one of the projects would 

be big enough for this purpose. A combination of them would have to be envisaged. 

Such an arrangement, though providing the extra offices needed, would nevertheless 

not permit the Organizations to group their services together in one part of the 

Palais. Furthermore, it would be expensive from a construction point of view. 

The present central equipment for utilities, such as heating, hot water^ 

electricity, telephones etc. could not carry the increased load and it would be 

necessary, in most cases to replace them by new plants. Thus, many of the 

advantages which might normally be derived frctnenlarging an existing building could 

not be expected in the present case. In addition, from an architectural point of 

view, the construction of all or most of the new wings and floors would completely 

destroy the general harmony of the Palais. The result would be an agglomeration 

of offices, difficult to use rationally and efficiently, and in consequence 

disproportionately expensive to administer. 
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Preliminary Estimate of Space Requirements for a Separate Building 

1. Offices 10 260 m 2 

2. Library 2 100 

General Services . . . . . . . . . . 2 940 

4. Public Information . . . . . . . . . J60 

5» Other Servi oes 1 650 

6. Storage and central installations . 1 440 

7. Meeting rooms 2 040 

20 790 m 2 

Preliminary Estimate of Cost of Providing a Sultabile Headt^uarteTO 

Buildjl^ of Ш1з Size 料 … ‘ ‘ … ‘ — ‘ ‘ ― 一 — — 一 — — … ' 

Sw, F va, 

1. Construction cost . 21 735 000 

2. Equipment. 斗 8JT 000 

J. External works 2 565 000 

4, Architectural and engineering fees 2 763 000 

5 , Contingencies 5 260 000 

6, Administration g^O 000 

35 208 000 
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SCHEDULE' OÍP ACTIONS REQUIRED 

January 1959 

March I959 

May 1959 

June 1959 
(beginning of) 

July 1959 

October 1959 

October 1959 
to March i960 

January i960 

Executive Board to endorse proposal and 
establish Building Committee 

Building Committee to approve draft plans for 
conducting architectural competition and 
choice of site 

World Health Assembly to approve proposal to 
construct building 

Executive Board to approve plans for architectural 
competition. Competition to be announced 

» • • • « ‘ - v 

BUildirig site to be acquired 

Architectural competition to be judged, prizes 
awarded and plan of building chosen. Contract 
with architect concluded 

Detailed plans to be drawn by the architect and 
prime contracts let 

&round to be broken for building during 
twenty-fifth session of the Executive Board. 

February to Exúavation and foundations 
Hay i960 

.• » • 
May i960 Laying of the foundation stone by the President 

of the Thirteenth World Health Assembly 


